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To research an effective measure of reducing the soot and NOx in engine at the same time, different nozzle hole diameters coupled with exhaust gas re-circulation were adopted in this study based on KH-ACT spray breakup model, which takes the aerodynamic-induced, cavitation-induced, and turbulence-induced breakup into account. The SAGE detailed chemistry combustion and the new atomization model used in the simulation have been verified with the experiment data from YN4100QBZL engine. Different diesel nozzles were adopted in the study combined with different exhaust gas re-circulation rates ranging from 0% to 40%. The simulation results show that the NOx emission could be reduced effectively for both small (0.1 mm) and large (0.15 mm) diesel nozzles when increasing exhaust gas re-circulation ratio. The soot emission increases for the small nozzle hole size as the exhaust gas re-circulation increasing. However, when it comes to the large diesel nozzle, the emission increases slightly firstly and decreases quickly when the exhaust gas re-circulation rate above 20%.
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Introduction

With increasing concerns about depletion in petroleum resources and environment problems, driving the demand for high-fuel-efficient engines, compression ignition engine has attracted more and more attention for its high compression ratios and combustion-efficient [1]. But the nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM) emissions of Diesel engine have led to environmental concerns and increasingly stringent pollution standards. Many advanced technologies have been investigated to reduce the engine emissions [2, 3]. Especially, a lot of improvements have been achieved in fuel injection systems and new combustion concepts such as low temperature combustion (LTC) with high rate of exhaust gas re-circulation (EGR) which is generally applied to reduce NOx production.

It is well known that the formation of NOx during combustion could be suppressed by thermal, chemical, and dilution effects of EGR [4]. The EGR into the engine intake is an established technology to reduce NOx emissions which is a significant challenge for Diesel engine. According to the recent study [5], the in-cylinder strategies largely focus on reducing the cylin-
under combustion temperature. Such strategies can be classified as LTC. The combustion temperatures are reduced by dilution of the in-cylinder mixture, or with moderating to high levels of EGR. Quite a lot of lectures [6] show that the dilute gas by EGR could increase the fuel-specific heat capacity of the combustion mixtures, besides the oxygen concentration is also decreased, which further slows NOx formation kinetics.

Simulation [7] was performed to analyze the combustion and emission characteristics of different EGR rates. The conditional temperature at the EGR rate of 68% is between 1000 K and 1600 K, while at the EGR rate of 48% the results showed conditional temperature distribution between 1000 K and 2200 K. It was also shown that the temperature is the most sensitive parameter to suppress NOx. Montgomery and Reitz [8] studied the effect of EGR in a heavy-duty Diesel engine with EGR levels varying between 10% and 25%. Their investigation revealed that the use of EGR decreases the NOx emission by limiting the peak heat release rate (HRR) due to premixed combustion, thus lowering the in-cylinder temperature.

On the other hand the soot emission may increase for lack of oxygen if high level of EGR used. The decrease in combustion temperatures and oxygen concentration while increasing EGR rate reduces both soot production in the spray core and soot oxidation in the diffusion flame around the jet.

Soot formation rate depends strongly on temperature and on carbon to oxygen ratio in combustion systems. Some studies[9] showed that smaller size orifice could depress the soot formation because the micro orifice would decrease the droplet sizes and improve the air-fuel mixing which can depress the soot formation. According to Gao [10] the reduction in orifice diameter affects the fuel spray in different ways. First, the spray tip penetration will be reduced [11]. Second, the droplet sizes will be reduced so they evaporate quickly [12], and the mixing rate between air and fuel improves [13]. In addition, the flame lift-off length is relatively longer with decreased orifice diameter [14]. However, the other researchers [15] also argued that smaller orifice diameter tends to increase the exhaust soot because the jet momentum is lower and the spray penetration is excessively decreased, air in the piston cavity cannot be fully utilized to produce the well mixed fuel-air gas. Thus the final impact of diesel nozzle size on emissions is complex and the result of contradictory phenomena.

In the conventional diesel high-temperature combustion (HTC), it is quite difficult to reduce both NOx and soot at the same time [16, 17] because of different conditions required for reduction of each. The increase of EGR rate (at constant boost pressure) is accompanied by an increase of PM emissions [4]. Decreasing the nozzle hole size with high injection pressure adopted could improve the fuel and air mixture and depress the soot formation as a result. To reduce the NOx and soot emission at the same time, the authors tried to combine the small diesel nozzle (high injection pressure) and EGR together to improve Diesel engine emission characteristics. However, it is still unclear that the effect of nozzle hole size coupled with different EGR ratio on combustion and emission characteristics though many researches about EGR or nozzle geometry and their influence on combustion have been done.

For the reasons, the aim of this study was to show possibility of NOx and soot emission reductions of a Diesel engine using different EGR ratios coupling three different size nozzle hole. In this research, EGR rates ranging from 0% to 40% were used to reduce the NOx emission, and different nozzle diameters of 0.1 mm, 0.15 mm, and 0.2 mm were adopted to research their effects on pollutants formation at low and high EGR rates.

Numerical approach

During the diesel spray and combustion simulation, the random number generation \(k-\varepsilon\) model was used to simulate the turbulence flow in the cylinder [18]. The Kel-
vin-Helmholtz-Aerodynamically, Cavitation and Turbulence induced Breakup Model (KH-ACT Breakup Model) and Rayleigh-Taylor Breakup Model (RT Breakup Model) were used to simulate the fuel atomization and breakup processes. Once the liquid spray is injected into the combustion chamber, a model is needed to convert the liquid into gaseous vapor. During the simulation, the time rate of change of droplet radius due to vaporization is calculated from Frossling correlation. The widely used O’Rourke[19] collision and coalescence model is implemented. Effects associated with spray/wall interactions, including droplet splash, film spreading due to impingement forces and motion due to film inertia were considered in the wall-film model. The liquid atomization and droplets vapor models work seamlessly with the SAGE detailed chemistry solver which is a general combustion model used to solve the detail chemical kinetics in combustion calculations. To reduce the computational time, a 76 species reduced C7H16 chemistry mechanism was adopted. In the present simulation, a perfectly orthogonal, structured grid can be automatically generated during simulation as shown in fig. 1. The sophisticated meshing technologies automatically add mesh elements when and where they are most needed to minimize the grid effects on the spray and combustion results.

The KH-ACT breakup model was used to calculate the droplet breakup process of high-pressure solid-cone spray injections which is first proposed by Som and Aggarwal [20], and the new diesel spray breakup model takes the aerodynamic-induced, cavitation-induced, and turbulence-induced breakup into account. The KH-ACT is short for Kelvin-Helmholtz breakup and Aerodynamic-induced, Cavitation-induced and Turbulence-induced breakup. The ratio of length ($L_A$) and time ($T_A$) scales for each process is calculated. As seen from eq. (1) rate of decrease in droplet radius determines the dominant breakup process:

$$\frac{L_A}{\tau_A} = \max \left\{ \frac{L_T(t)}{\tau_T(t)}, \frac{L_{CAV}}{\tau_{CAV}}, \frac{L_{KH}}{\tau_{KH}} \right\}$$

where $L_T(t)$ and $\tau_T(t)$ are the length and time scale for the turbulence induced breakup, respectively. $L_{CAV}$ and $\tau_{CAV}$ are the length and time scale for the cavitation induced breakup respectively $L_{KH}$ and $\tau_{KH}$ are length and time scale for the aerodynamic induced breakup. The KH model is used to calculate the instantaneous length and time scales for every parcel. During breakup the radius of the parent droplet parcel ($r$) decreases continuously according to the following equation until it reaches the stable droplet radius ($r_{KH}$):

$$L_{KH} = r - r_{KH}, \quad r_{KH} \leq r$$

the breakup time $\tau_{KH}$ is given by:

$$\tau_{KH} = \frac{3276B_1 r}{\Omega_{KH} A_{KH}}$$

where $B_1$ is related to the initial disturbance level on the liquid jet, $\Omega_{KH}$ and $A_{KH}$ are the maximum growth rate and the corresponding wave length in the desired dispersion relation given by Reitz (1987).
When it comes to the turbulence induced breakup model, the turbulent fluctuations in the jet are responsible for the initial perturbations on the jet surface. The waves grow according to KH instabilities until they breakup from the jet surface. Following to Huh and Gosman [21] the relevant time and length scales for turbulence induced breakup can be calculated:

\[ L_T(t) = C_p \left( \frac{K(t)^{1.5}}{\varepsilon(t)} \right) \]

(4)

\[ \tau_T(t) = C_p \left( \frac{K(t)}{\varepsilon} \right) \]

(5)

where \( \varepsilon(t) \) and \( K(t) \) are the instantaneous turbulent dissipation rate and kinetic energy respectively. Besides \( C_p \) and \( C_t \) are turbulence model constants in \( k-\varepsilon \) equation.

In cavitation induced breakup case, according to Bianchi et al. [22] and Amsden et al. [23], the characteristic cavitation time scale is calculated as:

\[ \tau_{CAV} = \min(\tau_{collapse}, \tau_{burst}) \]

(6)

Following Rayleigh Plesset theory [24], the bubble collapse time can be calculated as:

\[ \tau_{collapse} = 0.9145 R_{CAV} \left( \frac{P_f}{P_v} \right) \]

(7)

where \( R_{CAV} \) is the effective radius, \( P_v \) – the fuel vapor pressure, and \( P_f \) – the fuel density.

\[ \tau_{burst} = \frac{r_{hole} - R_{CAV}}{u_{turb}} \]

(8)

where \( r_{hole} \) is the exit radius of the nozzle orifice, and the turbulent velocity \( u_{turb} = [2K(t)]^{1/3} \) can be obtained from inner nozzle flow calculations. If aerodynamic-induced breakup process is dominant, the KH model is employed for primary atomization. However, if cavitation or turbulence processes dominate then the following breakup law is applied:

\[ \frac{dr}{d\tau} = -C_{T,CAV} \frac{L_A}{\tau_A} \]

(9)

The \( C_{T,CAV} \) is the model constant whose value ranges from 0.1 to 1. The new primary breakup model, which includes the effects of aerodynamics, turbulence, and cavitation, is called KH-ACT breakup model. It has been validated by experiment and simulation [20].

The extended Zel'dovich mechanism as presented by Heywood [25] was used to calculate NO formation. Soot emission is predicted using a Hiroyasu and Kadota NSC Model [26]. The production of soot mass \( M_{sf} \) within a computational cell can be determined from a single-step competition between the soot mass formation rate \( \dot{M}_{sf} \) and the soot mass oxidation rate \( \dot{M}_{so} \) according to Hiroyasu and Kadota [26].

\[ \frac{dM_s}{dt} = \dot{M}_{sf} - \dot{M}_{so} \]

(10)

where the formation rate is given:

\[ \dot{M}_{sf} = M_{form} A_{sf} \rho_s \exp \left( \frac{-E_{sf}}{R_s T} \right) \]

(11)

\[ \dot{M}_{so} = \frac{6 M_s}{\rho_s D_s} R_{total} MW_e \]

(12)
In eq. (11), \( M_{\text{foam}} \) is the mass of the soot formation species, \( P \) – the pressure, \( R_u \) – the universal gas constant, \( T \) – the temperature, \( E_{\text{sf}} \) – the activation energy, \( A_{\text{sf}} \) – the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor, \( MW_c \) – the molecular weight of carbon, \( \rho_s \) – the soot density \( D_s \) – the nominal soot particle diameter, and \( R_{\text{total}} \) – the net reaction rate. The emission models have been proved to perform in combustion and emission characteristics for engine simulation.

**Model validation**

In this study the engine data used for model validation is a YN4100QBZL Diesel engine. The operation and specifications of the engine are listed in tab. 1.

Figure 2 gives a comparison between the experimental and the calculated cylinder pressure for the case no EGR used. It is clear that the simulation results match the experimental data fine, and most of the major characteristics of combustion in the experiments could be produced in this simulation.

As for EGR technology could be used to reduce NO\(_x\), and micro-orifice nozzle has a great effect on soot emission. In this study, three different diameter nozzles of 0.1 mm, 0.15 mm, and 0.2 mm coupled with EGR varying from 0% to 40% were applied. The effect of both nozzle diameters and EGR rates on the combustion and emissions are analyzed in this research. To simulate the case of EGR, assuming that intake gas with EGR has a similar composition with actual burned gas mixture of fresh air, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and water vapor. The EGR rate can be defined:

\[
EGR = \frac{\text{CO}_2 (\text{int}) - \text{CO}_2 (\text{amb})}{\text{CO}_2 (\text{exh}) - \text{CO}_2 (\text{amb})} \times 100\% \quad (13)
\]

**Results and discussions**

**Effects of EGR on combustion characteristics**

The EGR involves reintroducing exhaust gases into the intake charge of the engine. Because the specific heats of CO\(_2\) and H\(_2\)O are slightly higher than that of the air, which reduces the combustion chamber temperature during the compression stroke. Besides the CO\(_2\) and H\(_2\)O present in the exhaust decreases the oxygen content in the intake charge. Both the thermal effect and the dilution effect of EGR have a great effect on the combustion and emission charac-
teristics in the cylinder. In this study, EGR ratios used were 0, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 40%. Figure 3 shows the peak in-cylinder pressure decreased dramatically as the EGR ratio increases, and so the temperature. Figure 4 gives the decreased amplitude ($\Delta p$) of the max pressure ($P_{\text{max}}$), and temperature ($T_{\text{max}}$) under different EGR ratios comparing to the case without EGR. The parameter $\Delta p$ can be defined as follows:

$$\Delta P_{\text{max}} \% = \frac{P_{\text{max}}(\psi) - P_{\text{max}}(0)}{P_{\text{max}}(0)}$$

$$\Delta T_{\text{max}} \% = \frac{T_{\text{max}}(\psi) - T_{\text{max}}(0)}{T_{\text{max}}(0)}$$

where $P_{\text{max}}(\psi)$ and $T_{\text{max}}(\psi)$ are the maximum of the pressure and temperature of the combustion in cylinder under corresponding EGR rate respectively, and $\psi$ refers to the EGR ratio used. Because more high specific heats molecules such as CO$_2$ and H$_2$O also have negative effects on the temperature increasing, the mean pressure and temperature decreases as the EGR ratio increasing due to the oxygen content decreased. As shown in fig. 3, both $P$ and $T$ decreased linearly as EGR ratio increasing from 0% to 40%.

The heat release rate of the cylinder for different EGR ratios has been given in fig. 5. It is clear that the exhaust gas has little influence on the combustion characteristics at low EGR ratios. The diffusion combustion and premixed combustion can be distinguished easily. With more and more exhaust gas introduced into the cylinder, the heat released from both diffusion combustion and premixed combustion declined. But the heat release rate of premixed combustion decreases more dramatically, even the premixed combustion is hardly to distinguish for the case of EGR ratios higher than 20%. One reason for these phenomena may be that the proportion of triatomic molecules increases when more exhaust gas is recycled in the combustion system. For the high specific
heats of the triatomic molecules the gas have, more heat would be absorbed and the total heat released will be cut down.

Influence of nozzle diameter

It has been known that the mixture of fuel and gas has direct effects on the combustion. As a common way to enhance the combustion efficiency and modify the emission characteristics, optimizing the nozzle geometry to promote fuel and air mixtures has excited the interest of many scholars at home and abroad. Micro nozzle orifice has been adopted for small droplets produced and good atomization achieved recent years. On the other hand, the oxygen in the cylinder could not be used fully for short spray penetration when the nozzle hole diameters decrease. What is more, rich-fuel zone is easy to form, which will have negative effect on soot emission. Figure 6 gives the pressure and mean temperature in the cylinder for different nozzle diameters such as 0.1 mm, 0.15 mm and 0.2 mm. The peak pressure and temperature is higher as the nozzle diameter decreasing. Because the smaller droplets from small nozzle take less time to evaporate and mix with oxygen around. The chemical ignition delay reduces and more fuel burns around the top dead center.

The soot emission characteristics have been shown in fig. 7, and the micro nozzles have great advantage over the other nozzles due to its greater atomization. To further analyzing this phenomena, fig. 8 gives the mass fraction of the high temperature gas above 2200 K during the combustion. The high temperature gas fraction for 0.1 mm case is approximately twice as large as the quantity for 0.15 mm case. It was well known that soot formation rates in combustion systems depend on the fuel-air ratio and the temperature [27]. The soot yield strongly increases for air-fuel equivalence ratios richer than $\phi = 2$. For less rich air-fuel ratios that is less rich, the hydrocarbon molecules are primarily converted to carbon monoxide instead to soot. Soot formation is further limited for temperature range 1200 K to 2000 K. This can be explained by the fact that soot formations need radical precursors such as $\text{C}_n\text{H}_m$, which cannot be present at a low temperatures. Conversely, these precursors would be oxidized at elevated temperatures [28]. As shown in figs. 6 and 8, the temperature
higher and the soot formed can be oxidized faster when the 0.1 mm nozzle was used. As a result of above factors, its soot emission is lower for this nozzle.

However, more NO\textsubscript{x} is produced in 0.1 mm nozzle compared with the other nozzles with larger diameters (fig. 9). The most important mechanism for the production of NO\textsubscript{x} is the formation of thermal NO. The presence of atomic oxygen, formed from molecular oxygen at temperatures above 2200 K, is the basic condition for formation of thermal NO\textsubscript{x} (Zeldovich reaction). As is given at fig. 8, it is easier for the 0.1 mm nozzle to produce higher temperature gas and more NO\textsubscript{x} would appear at the same time. This disadvantage could be resolved by low temperature combustion (LTC) using EGR technology.

**Influence of nozzle diameter coupled with EGR**

It was shown that smaller size nozzle (0.1 mm) could decrease the soot effectively, but the NO\textsubscript{x} emission is higher compared with the 0.2 mm nozzle. In order to decrease NO\textsubscript{x} emission, EGR combined with micro nozzle was used. Figure 10 gives the emission characteristics of 0.15 mm nozzle and 0.1 mm nozzle under different EGR rates. The NO\textsubscript{x} emission decreases as the EGR increasing for both 0.1 mm and 0.15 mm nozzles, and the NO\textsubscript{x} emission for 0.15 mm nozzle is always lower than that for 0.1 mm nozzle.

There is a great difference in soot emission between the two nozzles. For the 0.15 mm nozzle, the soot emission increases first when the EGR ratio is lower than 10%. However, when higher EGR utilized, the soot emission begins to decrease as EGR rate growing. When it comes to the 0.1 mm nozzle, the soot formed increases for the oxygen conception decreasing as more and more exhaust gas introduced into the cylinder but still lower than that of 0.15 mm nozzle. To explain these interesting phenomena, it is necessary to analyze the combustion details. The fig. 11 provides the HRR for different cases.

As shown in fig. 11, the nozzle hole size and EGR have a great effect on Diesel engine combustion. For 0.15 mm nozzle, the HRR is lower compared with the 0.1 mm nozzle. And the maximum of HRR shows a great significant difference as the EGR rate increasing. Besides, the
premixed combustion almost disappears when the EGR rate is above 20%. Reference [29] shows that most soot formed in the premixed combustion zone at the beginning of combustion. So the soot emission is depressed under higher EGR rate. Beside the ambient temperature is lower due to the lower HRR. This is another important factor influencing the soot emission.

Conclusions

To research an effective method of reducing the soot and NOx generation engine at the same time, the influence of different nozzle diameters under varied EGR rates on combustion processes and emission products of soot, and NOx were carefully studied based on the KH-ACT spray model. The main conclusions are as follows:

- Smaller nozzle diameter is more beneficial to diesel atomization and leads to an earlier combustion, a higher maximum temperature and the in-cylinder explosion pressure.
- Soot emission reduces as nozzle diameter increasing, while NOx showing a contrary trend. Actually, nozzles with smaller orifice diameters have a much more rapid oxidation velocity therefore less soot produced.
- The mass of NOx can be effectively reduced with the EGR rate increasing. For the smaller diameter nozzle (0.1 mm), the formation of soot has a direct relation to the trend of the EGR rate. However, soot emission of larger diameter nozzle (0.15 mm), with the increase of EGR rate, shows a rule of increasing firstly and then decreasing.
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K(t) )</td>
<td>turbulent kinetic energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_A )</td>
<td>KH-ACT model length scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_s (g) )</td>
<td>soot mass, [g]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{s, \text{rate}} (g/s) )</td>
<td>soot mass formation rate, [gs^{-1}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{\text{total}} )</td>
<td>reaction rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_v )</td>
<td>fuel vapor pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{\text{hole}} )</td>
<td>nozzle diameter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( u' )</td>
<td>turbulent velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon(t) )</td>
<td>turbulent dissipation rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_A )</td>
<td>KH-ACT model time scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_f )</td>
<td>fuel density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_s )</td>
<td>soot density</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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